
Wake up sleeping student and
get sued?
Apparently parents of a high school student are considering
just that after a teacher woke up a student by slapping her
hand on the student’s desk.  According to their claim he
suffered hearing loss as his ear was on the desk at the time
and the sudden sound ruptured his eardrum.  If this is true,
then I fully understand the parents’ concern, but something
doesn’t seem quite right here.  From the article:

Barry said the boy’s ear hurt instantly after Nadeau hit his
desk.

“He woke up and immediately felt pain in his ear,” Barry
said. “I think he was so taken aback that he didn’t say
anything at the time.”

The next day, Vinicios’ parents took him to the hospital
after he complained of hearing loss and they discovered a
bloody fluid on his pillow.

If his eardrum burst as they say, wouldn’t he have been in so
much pain he would have said something?  Screamed out in
pain?  Immediately gone to the nurse? I just don’t know…

Sleepy Student Claims Teacher’s Wake-Up Slam Caused Hearing
Loss 
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Drop the candy and put your
hands up!
Okay, it wasn’t an arrest but apparently an 8th grade student
got in trouble for buying a bag of Skittles of all things. Not
pot, not meth, but Skittles. This boy was suspended, stripped
of his title as class vice-president, and uninvited form an
honors  dinner  as  a  result  of  this  episode.  What  next,
expulsion for running in the hall? I realize this school has a
rule banning candy sales (according to the article), but this
is just going overboard. Read for yourselves:

Connecticut 8th-grader suspended for buying Skittles in school

State of our times
It is really a bit sad when a school feels it cannot post
pictures of kids on the internet due to the possibility of
something happening to one of the children in the photo. But
what happens when a school feels this way but really wants to
post the pictures anyway? One U.K. school has a stab at an
answer… (click the picture for a link to the full story)
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